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Fiscal Year 2006 : a year of strong growth
(Thousand €) *

20O6

2005

% Var.

Gross sales

17 851

11 730

+52

Net sales

16 810

11 439

+47

* Unaudited figures

2006, a year of strong growth…
Total gross sales are up 52%, from M€ 11,7 to M€ 17,9.
Net sales (excluding services paid for by clients at no margin for Sporever) amount to M€ 16,8, which
represent a 47% growth, higher than the Group’s initial objective set forth at the beginning of the
2006 fiscal year. On a 12 month pro forma basis, net sales reach M€ 17,4.
In line with the Company’s strategy, the internet and wireless services businesses were the highestgrowing businesses in 2006. The Company’s new media business now accounts for 49% of total
consolidated revenues, up 62% from the previous year.
The share of the print business (But ! newspaper) continues to decrease to 29% of total revenues
versus 50% of total revenues at the end of 2005.
Revenues from the sale of products and services, mainly broken down between Sporever Consulting
and the Panoramic photo agency now account for 22% of total revenues.
Lastly, it is worth noting that such strong growth was accounted for despite the Company’s decision to
stop advertising for online bookmakers in the last 2006 fiscal quarter, which represented a K€ 300
revenue shortfall.
… an opportunity to enhance the Company’s structure and organization.
Thanks to dynamic market conditions, the Company managed to further accelerate its development,
with a combination of strong organic growth and targeted acquisitions. 2006 was the year of the
launch of the Sporever / HFM joint venture, and the Company is firmly established as a well respected
leading player in the production of content and services across new media platforms.
In this context and as stated during the half yearly results’ announcement dated October 26th 2006,
the company’s expenses (relocation on one site, repositioning of But! editions, integration of newly
acquired companies, launch of the joint venture with HFM, etc…) which were accounted for as
operating charges, will have an impact on the year’s profitability but will represent valuable assets to
largely enhance the Group’s operating performance in 2007.
Groupe Sporever is a leading European new media company dedicated to meeting the needs of the
sports’ fans, anytime, anywhere. Among its properties, the Company owns and operates France’s n°1
soccer site, Football365.fr, and a leading multisports’ site, Sport365.fr. Groupe Sporever is listed on
the Alternext market of the Paris Stock Exchange (code ALSPO).
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